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With the increased adoption of social
media and the growing amount of
content, you’re probably finding it
more challenging as a B2B marketer to
successfully manage your social media
marketing and analyze the return on
investment (ROI) of this popular medium.

There are plenty of tools out there designed to help streamline and
centralize your social media management, the only problem is that
most of them are built for B2C companies. If you’re engaging in B2B
marketing, it’s important to invest in a platform that provides value
by tracking real business metrics.
Here at Oktopost we recognize the demand for such a software. Our
platform allows B2B marketers, like yourselves, to manage content
and understand the bigger picture of your social media marketing
efforts by tracking each lead you generate, from specific networks,
to profiles, and posts. Because there are plenty of platforms out
there fighting for your attention, we wanted to break down the 5
core features that we believe are most important to look for in a B2B
social media management solution:
1

Social Publishing

2

Social Listening

3

Social Analytics

4 Social Advocacy
5

B2B Social Media Management Platform

Integrations

Social
Publishing
When it comes to approaching their
marketing strategies, B2B and B2C
companies are notably different, and it’s
important to recognize these differences
before investing in a specific social
media management platform.
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Social Publishing

Essentially, B2C marketers are targeting every-day individuals, so
their content must focus more on branding and evoking emotion.
The nature of their social channels center around visual qualities
- like Instagram, Snapchat and Pinterest. In contrast, as a B2B
marketer you deal with customers who have very different buying
patterns, and come from different companies in various industries.
For this reason, you must provide buyers with educational content
that focuses on offering valuable insights and expertise. You also
have to distribute the content across specific social channels such
as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. In this regard, you need to look
for a platform that allows you to manage large amounts of content
and quickly spread it throughout the networks.
Regardless, both B2B and B2C companies must deliver value to
their customers through storytelling. Incorporating rich media
into your social posts is essential to making your content more
compelling and capturing user interaction. This is why it’s important
to find a social media management platform that supports all types
of eye-catching visuals such as videos, images, and GIFs.
Managing such an immense amount of content can be very timeconsuming in terms of creating social posts and scheduling them
throughout every channel. In this case, you need a platform that
supports large scale content distribution. That means you’ll be able
to create posts in advance and schedule them automatically and
intelligently, freeing your time for other marketing activities.
Using a proper editorial calendar can also help you manage and
distribute large amounts of content across multiple channels. The
platform that you end up purchasing should provide a calendar
which lets you visualize company-wide content distribution,
categorized by networks, campaigns, and employee profiles. This
way you can ensure that you’re maintaining a consistent online
presence.
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Most B2B marketing teams also use social campaigns as a way of
organizing their content into specific categories. Each campaign is
usually targeted at a segmented audience and has its own goal and
topic (e.g. a campaign focusing on promoting an event or a webinar
to potential buyers). Once you set up a campaign It’s important to
be able to measure its success. Having a data-centric platform will
enable you to create campaigns in order to contextualize your data
and then produce real value out of them by understanding: the
level of engagement for each campaign, the number of leads they
generated, the social networks that were most effective, etc.
Besides managing your social campaigns, as a B2B marketer you’re
most likely engaging in content curation. In order to position your
business as a thought-leader and increase audience engagement,
you must be sharing content created by other companies in the
industry. This is where your social media management platform
should simplify the process, allowing you to quickly discover and
share relevant articles from across the web.
Finally, when it comes to content marketing, you may need to
comply with certain style and legal guidelines. This is particularly
relevant if your company is operating in the financial or insurance
sector. It’s important to invest in a platform that enables you and your
team members to control user permission and hierarchy, ensuring
that content gets approved before published, and that employees
adhere the company guidelines. The result, is clear communications
and mutual understanding between your content writers and
compliance team.

Social
Listening
Social media is a whole game field of
likes, shares, follows, mentions, and
more buzzwords. But what you really
want as a B2B marketer is to control
the noisy background by surfacing the
chatter that matters.
This involves engaging in conversations that impact your company
as well as responding to people who have either commented on your
posts, mentioned your handles, or contacted you directly.
Instead of logging into each network to find out who said what, you
should invest in a proper social media management platform that
streamlines all of your accounts into one interface. This way you
can monitor everything that happens on social in real-time -- from
keywords, to comments, to company mentions and pages -- and focus
on responding to your customers properly.
With the large amounts of content that you’re managing on a daily
basis, it’s possible that you’re getting hundreds of notifications each
day from different social networks. Because of this, you should look for
a platform with a built-in inbox that automatically filters out the clutter
and only exposes you to the comments generated by your posts.
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Social
Analytics
Even if your current platform is
allowing you to efficiently distribute
messages across all networks, what
you really need in B2B marketing
is to be able to measure your true
social ROI.
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Social Analytics

When it comes to measuring your social media marketing activities,
the metrics that your B2B company would use versus a B2C
company, are remarkably different. In fact, most social media
management platforms are designed specifically for reaching a
B2C audience (e.g. segmenting followers into demographics or
discovering social influencers) and therefore don’t have the kind of
detail required for analyzing a B2B market.

Unfortunately though, being able to track engagement metrics
and page likes isn’t enough. They might make you feel good but
they don’t necessarily help you understand the true value of your
social media marketing. If you’re spending a lot of time creating
and posting quality content on social media, you probably have a
lot of clicks and shares, but how do you know if these people are
converting?

If you’re trying to generate leads through social channels, it’s
essential that you track the full social journey using real B2B metrics.
For starters, you want to track and segment your audience in order
to understand the number of followers that are connecting with you
on social over a period of time, the demographics of your audience
etc. This way you can also evaluate the popularity and likeability
of your persona on each social channel so you don’t miss out on
potential followers.

With a comprehensive platform you’ll be able to dig deeper into your
social media funnel, measure your conversion rates, and make sure
that every stage of the funnel is optimized. It’s also important to be
able to break down conversions in order to determine exactly which
network, channel, and specific content captured those leads.

Second of all, creating content that resonates with your community
is a difficult task to master and measure. Your platform should
support this challenge by giving you the right metrics -- from clicks,
to likes, mentions, and shares -- to estimate your audience’s level
of engagement, and understand which factors that are driving
engagement. Having this insight will help you answer some
important questions about your social media activities like: what time
of day is it best to post? Which network is generating more leads?
And what campaign is proving to be most successful?
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Whether your social analytics are looking healthy or not, you
probably want to present them visually to your managers and
colleagues. Find a platform that will let you do just that -- be able to
look at your results from a higher level and report them on a daily,
weekly, or monthly basis.

Social
Advocacy
Establishing trust among your
audience through organic reach
is not a simple task in today’s B2B
marketing world. That’s why you
need to transform your employees
into brand advocates.
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Social Advocacy

By digging into the problem, you will realize how social networks
are putting a strain on your ability to naturally gain an audience’s
attention. For example, Facebook’s newsfeed algorithm emphasizes
posts from friends and family, but limits the posts you see from
publishers and brands. This forces marketers to shift their focus
towards Facebook’s paid advertising ecosystem. Another social
media hurdle is the incredibly short shelf-life of posts. In fact,
Facebook posts average 2–5 hours, Tweets’ average lifetime is only
18 minutes, and LinkedIn usefulness expires within 24 hours.
However there is one perfect way to overcome these challenges.
It’s called employee advocacy. In case you didn’t know, employees
are a crucial asset to your marketing strategy, yet they mostly remain
an untapped resource. Gathering employees and empowering them
with a formal program to promote your company’s messaging, is
proven to be beneficial in two main ways:

• Firstly, employees are perceived as an authentic and trustworthy
voice within a noisy background of profit-driven marketing
messages. Statistically, they also have a much higher followerbase than the company’s social networks. Because of this,
employees are able to amplify your audience reach beyond
traditional social marketing, which in turn generates more
engagement and results in increased brand awareness.

• Secondly, by sharing valuable content, employees gradually

develop a thought-leadership status, which allows them to attract
a widespread audience and therefore generate more leads. for
your company.

Employee advocacy may seem simple on the surface, but it’s
actually a lot more challenging to sustain a program and incentivize
employees. Having a platform that also lets you leverage a proper
social advocacy program is what any B2B company needs. In this
case, there are a few important features to look for.
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Essentially, to ensure employees are amplifying the company’s
reach, the platform should offer a clear interface that makes it
super simple and fast for advocates to share content on a regular
basis. You also want to have a transparent work culture by allowing
advocates to view each other’s activities (e.g. who’s been posting
the most, and who’s profile generated more engagement). This way
you can identity top brand ambassadors, making it possible to
incentivize employees and create some friendly competition between
them. Finally, you can’t create a world-class advocacy program
without having the tools to measure its results. Your social media
management platform should aggregate all of your advocacy data and
allow you to view it within the entire social marketing activities.

Integrations
Your data shouldn’t live in a silo, rather it
should be integrated with other platforms
in order to understand the bigger picture
of your marketing ecosystem.
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Integretions

When making a decision regarding which social media
management platform to purchase, you should ask yourself these
questions:

• What kind of systems am I currently using and why?
• Which use-cases am I looking to explore and can my current
systems support these use-cases?

• Does my SMMS have data that can help these use-cases? If so,
can they integrate?

There are four types of third-party integrations that we believe
are most important to look out for in a social media management
platform:
1

Marketing Automation

2

Customer Relationship Management

3

Remarketing

4

Business Intelligence

Checking to see if a platform provides these integrations is
one thing, but understanding what value they can bring to your
marketing efforts should be your next priority.
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Marketing automation is probably the most important integration
for a social media management platform. MAPs allow you to send
the right content, to the right person, at the right time. And because
a B2B cycle is more complex than a B2C cycle, customers go
through a whole journey of content before finally reaching out to
your company. For example, they may download an ebook, read
some blog posts, sign up for a webinar, or maybe request a product
demo. All of these activities, which are tracked by MAPs, ultimately
allow you as a marketer to better target customers with personalized
messaging and generate more leads. But while a system like
Marketo may inform you of leads that came through your website, it
misses out on the leads obtained through social media.
Giving Marketo access to social data means you’ll be utilizing
marketing automation to its full capacity. That’s because you can
create better lead scoring programs based on social interactions
- giving higher scoring to some interactions versus others. For
example, you can decide that someone who clicks on your social
post to read a blog may be more valuable than someone who
simply likes your post. Through scoring you can understand which
programs to drop leads into for better nurturing opportunities. For
example, if someone is engaged in a specific campaign, you can
create a program inside Marketo that will automatically invite this
lead to an event related to that campaign.
If you ever worked in sales or collaborated with the sales team
at your company, you’ve probably had access to a CRM such as
Salesforce. With a CRM tool, salespeople are able to manage and
scale customer relations and their sales operations (if someone
converted on your website, salespeople are able to update lead
source on Salesforce). Besides the leads generated through the
website, your company has multiple touch points of interaction with
customers, including social media. By integrating your CRM to a
social media management platform, the sales team will have more
data on leads that comes from social (e.g. their record of social
clicks, the specific networks they came from). Having this information
at their fingertips enables them to better communicate with each
lead, and in turn, increase selling opportunities.

Integretions

Another channel you might already have that could benefit from a
social media management integration is remarketing. With a tool
like Facebook Remarketing you can place targeted ads in front
of website visitors as they browse other sites, ensuring that your
product or service remains in people’s minds until they’re ready to
purchase. But what about the users who engaged with your content
on social media? Integrating your remarketing software with a social
media management platform means you can finally reach those
specific audiences and target them with ads based on their social
interactions.
Many B2B companies also rely on BI systems to transform their
mountains of raw data into custom reporting and make informed
decisions. Custom reporting allows businesses to mash and
compare different sets of data across multiple channels to create
valuable reports. If your company is currently using a BI tool, or
is looking to invest in one, it’s important that your social media
management platform provides this kind of integration. Being able
to sync your social data with a BI system essentially means that you
can create consolidated reporting that fits your marketing strategy,
for example, social clicks versus clicks from other channels.
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A B2B Marketer’s Grading Chart

You can use this grading chart to assist in evaluating different social media
management platforms and comparing their features.
Category

Function
Post to the major B2B social networks (e.g. LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook)
Attach rich media to social posts (e.g. images, videos, GIFs)
Automate scheduling of social media posts

Social
Publishing

Manage, arrange, and categorize company-wide content across an editorial calendar
Categorize social media content into campaigns and manage multiple campaigns at once
Ability to discover and share curated content
Control user roles and permission heirarchy
Sub total
Ability to track and monitor keywords and mentions in real time

Social
Listening

Ability to view and repsond to important comments generated through social content
Sub total
Track conversions from social media activities and identify which channels and messaging drive
results for your business
Track engagement metrics from social media (e.g. clicks, likes, shares, comments)

Social
Analytics

Measure the success of social media content and identify which content is driving engagement and
conversions
Create in-depth reports based on periodical social data (daily, monthly, or yearly)
Ability to share reports with other tools
Sub total
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Scoring 1 - 5 (worst to best)

Ability to set up an employee advocacy program within a single platform
Segment employee advocates and content into boards or topics
Ease of use for employee advocates to share content (i.e. mobile app, notifications, web interface)

Social
Advocacy

Ability to gamify employee advocacy experience
View and compare advocacy results within the context of your social media marketing
Sub total
Ability to sync social data with your marketing automation system for better lead scoring and nurturing
programs
Ability to better retarget audiences by triggering Facebook Ad pixel
Ability to integrate social lead journies and data with Salesforce leads and contacts
Ability to integrate social data with Facebook Ads Trigger Facebook Remarketing

Integrations

Ability to share social analytics data with BI tools for a complete picture of your organization
Ability to easily access your favorite content through the Feedly integration
Ability to understand how users interact with your website through the Google Analytics integration
Ability to replace native links created by the platform with your brand's customized links (e.g. Bitly)
Sub total

Total Score
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See how Oktopost can help you measure
and amplify your social media marketing
Request a Live Demo

+1 (646) 559-6157

●

info@oktopost.com
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